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Each summer, approximately 20 juniors and seniors in undergraduate school begin an intensive research experience with our University of Florida (UF) Ronald E. McNair Post-Baccalaureate Achievement Program. These first-year McNair Scholars take a course on research methods and writing, complete a preparation class for the Graduate Record Exam (GRE), and attend seminars in addition to working on a faculty-guided research project that continues throughout the academic year.

The McNair Scholars Program is named in honor of Dr. Ronald E. McNair, the African American astronaut and physicist who died tragically along with six other crew members in the 1986 Space Shuttle Challenger explosion. The program is one of several US Federal TRIO Programs that provide outreach and services to students of several US Federal TRIO Programs that collectively provide graduate school preparation and training to over 4000 undergraduate students who are low-income/first-generation college students or who are members of groups that are traditionally underrepresented in graduate education.

The UF McNair Scholars Program is one of 151 such programs across the United States and Puerto Rico that collectively provide graduate school preparation and training to over 4000 undergraduate students who are low-income/first-generation college students or who are members of groups that are traditionally underrepresented in graduate education. Now in its 20th consecutive year of funding, the UF McNair program has served close to 450 outstanding scholars.

Our program has supported undergraduate students from a variety of academic disciplines; however, the growing national demand for scientists and engineers has fueled our efforts to emphasize recruitment of students majoring in science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM). A number of our STEM students over the years have worked on innovative research in materials science, a field that is near and dear to my heart.

As Director of the McNair Scholars Program, I look for students with strong academic credentials who have the passion and drive to complete doctoral studies. Some of these students enter the program with extensive research experience and solid career goals, like Carmen Gil, a junior majoring in chemical engineering. In the summer of 2012, Gil was part of the first cohort of the International Research Experience for Students at the University of New South Wales (UNSW) in Sydney, Australia, where she conducted research on thermoelectric materials for energy technology. She spent two additional semesters at UNSW in 2014 through the Engineering Exchange Program and published a first-author article in the Journal of Physics: Condensed Matter.

As a McNair Scholar, Gil is currently researching three-dimensional printing of soft biomaterial structures with her McNair mentor Tommy Angelini, and she aspires to pursue a PhD degree in biomedical engineering.

Other students enter our program as diamonds in the rough who are new to research and have the desire to attend graduate school, but need the support and training provided by our program to help nurture their potential. These are students like Estefania Alvarado, an environmental engineering and agricultural and biological engineering double-major who began the program in May 2014. Under the guidance of Brij Moudgil, Alvarado is investigating the use of soft nanoparticles of antimicrobial agents as a treatment for Huanglongbing disease, also known as citrus greening. After only two months in the program, Alvarado had the confidence to give her first oral research presentation at a national conference for McNair Scholars. She is currently applying to doctoral programs in materials science and engineering and very excited about what the future will bring.

McNair programs must track and report on former participants for 10 years following completion of a bachelor’s...
degree to gauge their success in meeting targets for graduate school enrollment, retention, and doctoral degree attainment. As a result of the long-term follow-up, our staff typically maintains a strong relationship with our alumni, which has aided in connecting current McNair Scholars with McNair graduates in their respective disciplines. Among the many successful alumni our program has served is Samantha Andrews who completed her bachelor’s degree in materials science and engineering at UF in 2004. Andrews earned a PhD degree in biomedical engineering in 2010 through a joint program between the Georgia Institute of Technology and Emory University.

I had a chance to catch up with Andrews last summer while attending a national McNair conference in Atlanta, Ga., where she was in the final months of a post-doctoral position with the Georgia Tech Center of Education Integrating Science, Mathematics, and Computing and the Nanotechnology Research Center. During her postdoc, Andrews developed Race to the Top online science courses for students and teachers, including an introductory materials chemistry course for students who have completed Advanced Placement Chemistry. Andrews accepted a full-time position in July as Associate Director of Instruction of the Biomedical Science Pathways for Project Lead the Way, where she now develops biomedical science curriculum for students from kindergarten through high school. She is also an adjunct professor at Georgia Gwinnett College.

Andrews credited her participation in the McNair Scholars Program for helping to achieve her goal of attending graduate school. She said that the continual tracking throughout her graduate career encouraged her to finish.

Several of our recent graduates are also making an impact in materials research as doctoral students at prestigious institutions. Alumna Lyndsey Denis began conducting research as a first-year student at UF, first working under the supervision of Jacob Jones, and continuing research with Michele Manuel, who served as her McNair faculty mentor. Denis—now a first-year doctoral student in materials science at The Pennsylvania State University—said that the program strengthened her application to graduate school. It also gave her visibility in the electroceramics community by providing funding to present her research at national conferences, like The Minerals, Metals and Materials Society Annual Meeting and Exhibition.

Jimmy Wu, who was in the same McNair cohort as Denis, was among the inaugural graduating class of UF’s Undergraduate Biomedical Engineering Program in May 2014. As a McNair Scholar, Wu worked with mentor Jon Dobson to optimize nanomagnetic transfection of mesenchymal stem cells for potential use in tissue engineering and regenerative medicine applications. According to Wu, the McNair Scholars Program inspired him to take the necessary steps to become a scholar and leader, words he put into practice by continuing his education as a doctoral student in bioengineering at the University of California—Los Angeles.

Juan Lopez, who was a year ahead of Denis and Wu, is a second-year materials science and engineering doctoral student at the University of Michigan. His graduate research on spintronic semiconductors is currently featured on the website of the College of Engineering.

The UF McNair Scholars Program is making a difference in the lives of future faculty and researchers by giving promising students the tools, support, and confidence to pursue graduate studies. I was extremely proud to learn that five of the UF’s 2015 NSF Graduate Research Fellowship Program recipients are current and former McNair Scholars, including Lyndsey Denis and Juan Lopez. Jimmy Wu also earned an Honorable Mention for his proposal.

These prestigious honors are indicative of the caliber of students who come through our program and are a result of the collaborative efforts between the students, their research mentors, and the McNair staff. Our program has a rich, 20-year legacy of developing leaders through graduate school preparation. I look forward to the next 20 years!

Samesha R. Barnes is Director of the Ronald E. McNair Scholars Program at the University of Florida, where she earned Master’s and PhD degrees in materials science and engineering.
Early Career Scholars in Materials Science Annual Issue

This inaugural Special Issue invites full-length research and review articles by materials researchers who have completed their PhD degree within 8 years of submission, for peer review and publication in the January 2016 issue. The Special Issue provides a unique opportunity to be highlighted and promoted early in one’s research career. To increase attention to these papers, this issue will be published on an open access basis. Although some papers may have multiple authors, only the Early Career Scholar submitting the paper will be associated with a photo and brief biography when the paper is published.

Authors from around the world are invited to submit papers that span the topical coverage of JMR, including advanced ceramics, metals, polymers, composites, and combinations thereof related to energy, electrical, magnetic, optical, and structural properties and related applications, and reporting on:

- Advanced characterization methods and techniques
- Computational materials science when coupled with experimentation
- Fundamental materials science
- Interfacial science as relates to material process understanding and improvements
- Material property enhancements through advances in materials processing
- Material property enhancements through material design (especially Materials Genome related)
- Material combinations and design that improve system performance
- Nanoscience and nanotechnology

GUEST EDITORS
Gary L. Messing, The Pennsylvania State University, USA
Jörg Löffler, ETH Zürich, Switzerland
Cewen Nan, Tsinghua University, China
Linda S. Schadler, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, USA

MANUSCRIPT SUBMISSION
To be considered for the issue, the Early Career Scholar must be listed as the first and lead author and confirm in the submission letter that they have completed their PhD degree within 8 years at the time of submission. Also, the manuscript must report new and previously unpublished results. Review articles are invited but must be approved by the lead guest editor before submission. Manuscripts must be submitted via the JMR electronic submission system by July 1, 2015. Manuscripts submitted after this deadline will not be considered for the issue due to time constraints on the review process. Submission instructions may be found at www.mrs.org/jmr-instructions. Please select “Special Issue: Early Career Scholars in Materials Science” as the manuscript type. Note our manuscript submission minimum length of 6000 words. All manuscripts will be reviewed in a normal but expedited fashion. Papers submitted by the deadline and subsequently accepted will be published in the Special Issue. Other manuscripts that are acceptable but cannot be included in the issue will be scheduled for publication in a subsequent issue of JMR.

Papers will be accompanied by a photo and short bio of the lead author. These materials must be submitted along with the original submission of the paper.
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Please contact jmr@mrs.org with questions.